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The industrial revolution of the 19th century ushered in new patterns
and structures in practically every field. Today,we shall deal vi th
only one of them - i.e. the phenomenon of intensive urbanization
which began at that time throughout the entire civilised world.
The more highly industrialised a country was, the more intensive
was the rate of expanding urbanisation in it. Many villages
were turned into small towns; small towns grew to large ones and
large ones into cities. There is no need to present precise sta-
tistical data on the rate of urban growth as this perhaps is not
the most significant asnect. Of even greater significance is the
rate of acceleration there was in the urbanization process.





Whereas in 1860, the twenty largest cities in the world between
them had a popultion of 4.5 million inhabitants, constituting some
4% of the world population (and the smallest of these cities had
100,000 inhabitants), by 1900, there were already 150 such towns with
a total ponulation of 40 million,corstituting 10 per cent of the
world population.





	By1960 however, the statistics had changed even more dramatically;
and by this time the		vorid's twenty	 largest cities betwen them
had a population of 85 million. These rates of growth and accelera-
tion speak for themselves. This was no evolutionary development,
no process of gradual growth resulting from natural increase or from
the gradual transfer from village to town of surpluses of rural
population increase. The suddenness and the growing acceleration
rate of this growth are un-'recedented, arousing in us associations
of flooding, or a deluge. They prove once again - if further
proof were needed - that this was a revolutionary process both
in terms of demographic structure and - perhaps of even greater
significance-- in terms of social structure.





This large-scale growth created the problem of wholesale building,
just as it created problen s of large-scale production in many other
spheres of consumption. Such building on a mass scale,which has
been the practice in many countries for over a century, had gloomy
beinnings and its future is bleak indeed. The black towns of
England; the tenement quarters and the suburburs of the United States
and,lastly, the development towns and new towns of Israel - all
these provide us with convincing proof that we have not yet recovers
fr m the shook of the industrial revo1uion and the result of quanti-
tative changes, or from the drastic chonvPs of scale and dimension.
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These difficulties must be considered against the backvround of
the painful,slow and exhausting birth of that profession which has
come to be called 'town planning'. This is a profession in which,
alongside the 'experts' who claim to have solved all the problems
and who pull ready-made formulae from out of their sleeves on
'how to' and 'how much' - there are otherj,apparentlM more serious,
individuals who admit that their profession is still going through
a long drawn-out and exhausting prodess of formation - a road
strewn with errors and assumptions proven false - from the
Athenian Charter to the

	

city.

In studying the professional literature of town planning,
and as we/ listen to lectures at this and other Congresses, we are
sometimes reminded of Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors and we car Only
hope that, as in the Comedy, here too there will be a happy ending.

We have said that the sudden and drastic change of scale was
revolutionary. What form did this revo],ution take? Here we can flJfle
several factors, ranging from the quanttive and endompassing
technological and sial factors. Let us consider for a moment
one important aspect - namely, the severance of the link between
the builder ( r rchitec-t,	 flaur.i'- rtrr) nrt	 '

Vlie,
horders his hon.	 ,
order his ho





	The age onoo	 rLnotion has arrived in heivi no ur.r[c Lion
and with it, wd orini vi	 in planning, in scale and in execution.
The	 system of mast/ production requires that the scale

	

	of pro-
duction be sufficient to lower the costs of production. Economicali',
speaking this was, in theory, to the good. Just as a mass-produed
suit costs far less than a haute couture suit made to measure,
mass produced houses will also cost far less than those ordered an
individual items. I cannot, on this occasion, go in any detail
into the effects on planning - in the context of town planning -
of the univrxriity of housing, but these are easily discernible.
The actual concept of large-scale housing construction places thin
building in the category of those branches of production which
are bound to conform to strict economic laws. These economic laws
however, sometimes conflict - whether genuinely or apparently -
with architectural requirerm tfls pertaining to an individual house,
a road or the entire urban pattern. But the principal conflict
is between the uniformity, whole or partial, that is essential
to wholesale/l/ mass-produced 1rnusin and the Ideal - or should
we say utopian? - concept of "the rioht an the ovnr;-idie. value
of individual expression."

The flirtation be w en arc}ii tectu,e ar.d the eeonc'mi and
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technological disciplines first became serious at the beginning
of the century. At first, while the Bauhaus movement was advocating
that rrchitecture be based on craftsmanship, the flirtation was
still somewhat romantic; but it soon assumed a more realistic
character, when this same Bauhaus began to switch itse sentiments
to industry and technology.

The machine, as we know, became virtually a new cult at the
beginning of this century. From the Futurist Manifesto to
pop art, the machine has been help up to play the role of a
god, the feelings towards whom are ambivalent. This ambivalence
is particularly striking in architecture. °n the one hand, the
mystic and,according to many, rational faith still exists, in
that 'all-powerful god' of technology, who will solve all pro-
blems. These beliefs have given rise to some fantastic projects
(today no longer entirely unattainable) of 'floating cities'
and 'flying towns'; while at the same time there is a growing
disillusionment with the reality which the great god of techno-
logy is creating in actual practice. All those cities, town
quarters and suburbs have come to life - out of pre-fab±toatedelements and/or pre-fabricated, standard, uniform plans. And
it is interesting to note that this reduction of costs which was
taken for granted, is still a subject of controversy. The dis-
cussion is even more intensive in countries where the standard
of technological advancement is low - such as Israel for ex-
ample. But there is hardly any one to challenge the fact of the
architectural and urbanistic failure - the failure of the mass
housing proöects on the one hand and of the expanding commercial
centres with their steel, aluminium or bronze in gleaming curtain
walls, on the other. Set against this failure, romantic yearningsare spreading for the irrational, the brutal, the perverse.Then
again, there are also yearnings for the individual, the single-
piece item, the extraordinary. These are expressions of protestand revolt against the machine cult of the times.

In this connection, it would be appropriate to quote one of
the critics, Arthur Penty, who wrote: 11... In all these featues,
we discern industrialization, which leads itself to the logical,
the anarchic result. Architecture is ousted from society,and since
it is the mother of the arts - the other arts which depend upon
it will be ousted alongside it. This is b*d to happen once
the appreciation for the ugly becomes decisive, for experience
has shown that none of the arts can	 tke impact of the mashinewithstanaand mass production."
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Such extreme views of course arouse certain questions. However,
we shall not ask,as did herbert Read "Can the machine produce
works of art?" but rather state simply that the machine has
pushed aside decorativeness and ornament, but nevertheless made
an unchalleneable place for itself in our times. Today, the
Ruskin and Morris-style n pining for a rebirth of crafts-
manship have lost all meaning. They have, through sublimation,
become little more than a primarily romantic movement, whose
path was strewn with dangerous eclecticism offset by occas-
ional and embarrassing successes. Embarrassing - because this
romantic 'counter-attack' has no prospects whatsoever. Sometimes
it appears that its only chance would lie in the biassed suppa't
of the professional publications - who puraue all innovations
without examining their quality.

There is little doubt that	 the slogan which was refuted
by	 the Bauhaus in the 'twenties on the essential link between
the machine and modern architecture has not become out-dated,
but rather neglected.	 It has been neglected, without
efforts being made to apply it in every possible way in life
and action.

It is worth recalling that the industrialisation of hosing
construction actually began as far bok as Babylon, with the
invention of the brick - the most ancient pre-fabricated ele-
ment. This industrialisation was exemplary of the oractice in
historic times, when building technology always applied to the
fullest the achievements of the engineering science of its
time. Only in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with.
the fantastic advancement of science with technology gallopping
in its wake, has it been found that the building industry lags
considerably behind most other industries. Though various ideas
have been put forward, from H.G. Vlls' Utopija in the early
years of the century,to'he ingenious demonstrations of Buckminrer
Fuller, it is nevertheitss a fact that any industrialisation of
the building trade seems extremely primitive today, in the
second half of the twentieth century compared to the general level
of technological achievement.

All the experiements that have been made so far - from a wall
that is an altmiMum curtain to elements pre-fabricated in
cement - seem little more than preliminary and naive try-outs.
A key to a solution may perhaps lie in a change in the curricula
of the schools of architecture and engineering, with more advanced
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training in technology and above all, with a trend to instill
in the students a more profound belief in the importance of tech-
nology as a pointer to a solution to the problems of mass
building.

We must not overlook the risks innerent insuch a path. Never-
theless, one may say that these risks have not ye4 manifested them-
selves fully since all our experiments in technological archi-
tecture were partisan experiments, in which the cooperation betwe
industry and architectue was implemented through commercial pros-
pectuses and with the help of blind coincidence. There have
indeed been some attempts to act more seriously along these lines,
and here let us mention only one of them;	 the work carried out
in California by the team led by the architect Ezra Ehrenkranz.
Perhaps this small example, in which a partial but highly signi-
ficant victory was scored, points to the correct way		 - a tiring
one with little glamour. In the contnxt	 of this expr±iment, an
important point of fundamental importance was proved: namely
that the industrialisation of building and the utilization of
the technological, economic sector does not necessarily mean
uniformity in architecture,for architectural individuality
was a basic pre-conition for the team's work, and the condition
was strictly observed.

This molest expriment also proved the enormous potential in-
herent in cooperation between industry and the experts of techno-
logy and the planners and architects.

However, we must remember that the technological solution aioj2
cannot solve the quantitative and qualitative problems	 of mass
housing construction. Technological and economic factors are
only a part of the complex of problems crying out for solutions.
There are however also social and psychological problems and if,
foloving the example of	 we ignore the problems of
form, we shall still be left with those of urban anatomy - in the
structural, functional and esthetic sense.		The aesthetic aspect
is indeed a complicated one now that it has been proved in practice
that repetitiveness is as wear**Qh			 tecture as it is in liH	

171

Israel, it seems to us, could be regarded as a testing ground
that has seen many hardships but is also of considerable importance
for its many failures and few,and partial, successes in this
field. Our problem here covers a wide range of fators and is
complicated and intensified in almost every conceivable way:-

Fi
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rirstly, the time factor - After the establfrhment ci the Stale,
we were flooded with a sudden mass immigration of a relative
scale that is perhaps unprecedented. Within two or three years,
the population of Israel had doubled. This cracy pace went on
for at least ten years. The factor of time may not perhaps be
regarded as a relevant factor - at least in the theoretical
thinking of town builders and planners of building methods.
However, in the reality of Israel, irrefutable proof - a proof
outstanding for its ugliness - has been furnished of the
enormous relevance of this factor. W5ithin these ten years,
tens of thousands of amorphous houses have been constructed in
haste - houses doomed as soon as they were completed to
a slum life, at least in the visual and the urban senses, and
perhaps in the social sense of the terms as well.

V/e might have sought to justify this terrible but unavoidable
deed by the absence of industrialisrtio and of mechanization,
or a lack of experience; but we believe that no technologicalli
advanced country would have been able to cope with a doubling
or trebling of its nopulation within such tough and urgent
crtegories of timing.

As architects we might perhaps have preferred to house te
new immi/rants in tents for a few years while we drew up
our plans, developed our industry and launched our building
projects after the mos careful consideration. But as citizens
of the State we preferred - and we might as well admit it --
to house them in dwellings doomed to decay *ithin a relatively
short span of time. The final decision was of course left to
the political leadership, and they opted for the lesser evil.

The second f;ctor is the technolorical one Even today Israel is
not regarded as a pioneer in building technology, and we are
only beginning to adopt the systems and operational methods
of intensified mechanization in building and the building
industry.

In the 'fifties, there was an empty vacuum. Thousands of houses
were constructed by hand, with rnanyal work alone. And for the
most part these hands were unskilled, owing to the natural and
grave shortage of manpower. Only recently have funds been invested
in heavier mecianization and the first atiempts have been made
to introduce various methods of pre-fabricaion here - the
French, Scandinavian and other methds. The time has been too
short to point to any certain successes or failires. One thing
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however we must be careful to avoid - and that is drawing
too rapid conclusions.

The third factor is the social one - and it presents the most
complex and difficult problems of all for us in Israel. The
large number of different categories of immigrants , the wide
gapj in their standards, customs and cultures have created pro-
blems which our sociologists have not known how to solve. We
cannot hold this against them. To the best of our knowledge, there
has been no equitalent in modern history, prioer to the "Israeli
experimsnt", to an immigration of this kind , equivalent in charac-
ter, in demographic variety and in ratio to the etisting popula-
tion. This perhaps is why the experiment turned into an adventure
laden with dangers from which we have no' yet quite recovered.
There is a famous story of the inhabitants of Metra in Southern
Italy: they were housed in new buildings which however they soon
dererted preferring instead to return to the caves hewn into
the rock that had served them as habitation previously. We too
can tell such stories - of immigrants who preferred their tempo-
rary accommodation of corrugated tin huts, with sanitary installa-
tious out-of-doors, to the permanent houses offered them; or
of immigrants who did not know how to use a kitchen and oreferred
to do their cooking on an open fire in the yard.

These problems have not yet found a solution,and it is doubtful
whether they can be solved in the near future. Perhaps we may find
consolation in the fact that the Ministry of Housing has under-
tqken serious research into this problem, and is conducting thorough
investigations. This research may well lead to the formulation
of proposals for a solution.

The fourth factor is the economic one -- I do not regard myself
as competent to	 into statistical data, and I rather hesitate
to do so. But I must mention, that one of the woblems connected
with the price of building and the determination of standards for
optimal costs is	 that of the ratio between building costs and
maintenance costs.	 This ratio must be determined both economically
and politically.	 Israel is a country in which a large and even
decisive proportion of housing construction and building in general
is caritied out under the auspices of governmental, public or
partially public institutions. And of course those responsible for
these institutions carnot disclaim responsibility for the standard
and costs of maintenance over the years. This however is onlya single item out a complex egonomic problem.
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The fifth factor is that of urbanization - Here political, social
and social considerations have joined forces to complicate issues
and make a solution more difficult to find. While it would be
natural from the viewpoint of State security and of economic
and social considerations to carry out ap policy of population
dispersion, the question of quantity remains to be solved: to
what extent should this dispersal be encouraged? T0 great
a rate of population dispersal would be destructive in many
senses: it would prevent social consolidation, economic consoli-
dation and lastly, urban crystallization worthy of the name.

the Israeli reality, conglomerations of houses were built most
of which have not yet, and indeed are unlikely ever to form towns
or even small towns worthy of the name.

This brings us back once again to the problem of town planning,
that profession which was born at the beginning of the century
and has been )creed into the Procrustean bed of charters of various
kinds, and has not yet achieved a stage of theoretical crystallisai
tion. We feel that not enough architects of standing and ability have
set themselves the task of tackling this problem of town planning
and large-scale building, as the other side of the same coin. They
prefer to amuse themselves with individualist creations which, at
best change nothing and, at worst, turn into dangerous fusion
that contribute nothing to progress but are nevertheless used
as subjects of photo-anpeal in magazines of architectural fashions.

This approach is fundamental to the furthering of a sejbttor to
the truly important problems of our era. Our handling of these
problems will determine our status as arthitects and as town
planners in the civilization and the culture of our times, and
it is on the basis of our achiryrments in this sphere that our
significance for the history of architecture of all the ai':es
will he determined.
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